boundary and interior of the Kostant cone. The last result of this section tells how completely the members of the Kostant cone determine the combinatorial structure, with respect to P, of A:.
In Section 3 we apply our structure on A,' to n(A) and see that s preserves members of n(A), obtain some calculational reductions using the added structure on n(A), and see that multiplicities in the closure of the dominant chamber are preserved by s. The opposite involution of W is used to show that lowest weights are in the Kostant cone, and we ,introduce peak weights, candidates for weights with highest multiplicity in n(A), and show that some members of A,? can never yield peak weights.
In Section 4 we look inside E+(x) to find the structures, i-blocks, which allow the Weyl group to preserve multiplicities. The duality result, Theorem 12, is a most useful calculational, as well as theoretical, tool. Finally we introduce zero blocks and the interesting role of the various r(P), for /I, a positive but not simple root, in the realizations of these zero blocks.
CALCULUS OF THE LATTICE FUNCTIONS y,s, P, AND o
Let R be a reduced irreducible root system with base B = {or, . . . . a,} and positive roots R+ = {jl = a1, . . . . /?, = a,, /?,,+ 1, . . . . pm}. Let Cji= -(aj, q), the negative of the Cartan integer. Then, for i #j, aj + Cjictie R+, but aj+ (Cji+ l)ai$ R. Let A,+ be the positive part of the root lattice, i.e., the set of all linear combinations of a,, . . . . a, with nonnegative integer coefficients. Let r' E A:. Then z' = C ti(?)ai, with t;(r') E Z, for 1 < i < n. Let 7 = (t,(r'), . . . . t,(7'))e Z?+) the coordinates of r'. When just dealing with a single r' E A ;' and the context is clear we will abuse notation and write r' = C tiai and r = (tl , . . . . t,). DEFINITION 1. Let FEZ:, 7 = (tl(z), . . . . t,(7))* We define y (7) to be (gl(s), . . . . g,(z))EZ", where, for 1 <i<n, g,(7)= -t,(7)+ f Cjit, (7) . ,=I jti We call y: ZT -+ Z" the capacity function. If g,(t) 3 0 for all i, then we write y(7) > 0. If all g,(r) > 0, then y(7) > 0.
We call 7' E AT all-bracket if it can be written as a sum of positive nonsimple roots. We can restate the main result of [3] as THEOREM 1. 7' E /i,' is all-bracket o y(7) 2 0. DEFINITION 
Let r' E A,?
and r E Z$ its coordinates. Let P(r), the root version of Kostant's partition function, be the number of distinct ways to write r' E A: as a sum, cp=, rkflk, of positive roots, where rk is a nonnegative integer for 1 < k 6 m. DEFINITION 3. Let Z'E A;. We define s(r) = (si(z), . . . . s,,(r)) E Z;, where, for 1 6 i < n, s;(r) = min{ ti(t), t;(T) +g,(r)} = min i ti(T), f CjiZj(T) j= 
I i#I
This function S: Z; -+ Z; is called the bracketing function because s(r) are the coordinates of s(T)'=CS~(~)IX~EA,?, and s(t)' is all-bracket. From [3] we have, with this notation, THEOREM 2. (i) P(r) = P(s(r)) for all T E Z"+.
(ii) s(s(r)) = s(z)for all 5 E Z;. (iii) r' E A r+ is all-bracket o s(z) = t.
Thus s is an idempotent function on Z"+, whose fixed points are the coordinates of the all-bracket elements of A,+.
We can see how y and s work as follows: Imagine a vertical list with all the expressions of 5' = C t,a, E A,' as sums of positive roots. Fix a simple root, clj, and look at the coefficients of cli as you go down the list. If the minimum coefficient of CC, that you see is zero, then g,(r) =gj B 0 and si(r) = si = ti, i.e., at least all the a;s in r' can be sheltered inside of nonsimple roots.
If, on the other hand, the minimum coefficient of ai that you see on this list is strictly positive, say fi> 0, then g,(r) =gi= -f,, and si(r) =s, = ti -fi. In this case r' is not all-bracket. It has fi too many cq's. Here s merely deletes the excess from the coefficient of cli.
To see why we call y the capacity function let r' E A,? and t E Z: its coordinates. Fix i, 1 < i Q n. Then, by Theorem 1, xi+ i Cjitj is the maximum number of c(,)s that xj,i tjaj, i.e., the rest of r', could shelter in nonsimple roots. But, by Definition 1, this maximum number is g,(r) + t,(z) = gi + t,. If gi < 0, then t' has too many a,'s to shelter them all, and if gi> 0, then r' could even shelter gi more ais in nonsimple roots. Thus y(r) is an explicit measure of the capacity of T' to form root sums of nonsimple roots with its constituent simple roots. EXAMPLE 1. Let R be of type A,. Let r'=cr,+2cr,+4~,. Then t = (1, 2,4), Y(T) = (1, 3, -2), and s(z) = (1, 2,2). So r' is not all-bracket. Since gJr) = -2, r' has exactly 2 too many ag's to be all-bracket, and s deletes these. Note that y(s(r)) = (1, 1, 0), i.e., s(z)' is all-bracket. Let A be the weight lattice of R with its dominant chamber determined by B. Since A,' c_ A we give A: the usual partial order from A, i.e., if Yi, Tie/i,+, then r', < 5; o z; -t; E A,'. Going to coordinates, we partially order Z: ; if T~,T~EZ:, then r1 6 r2 o z2 -z1 E Z; , using the addition in Z" to compute r2 -5,. For example, if r'~ A,+, then s(r)'< r'. Equivalently for t E Z: , s(r) d r. h B is such an expression for r; = (ri + wi)a, + ... + (r, + ~,,)a,,, since ~,=cI,, . . . . fin = CI,. Thus P(rl) < P(T~).
(ii) For l<i<n,sj(r)=min{ri,~~ZiCj,r,} andsi(r,)=min{ri+w,, Cjj&i Cji(rj+ wj)}.
SO S(TI)<S(r2).
(iii) If s(t,) =s(rz), then, by Theorem 2, P(rl) = P(s(zl)) = P(s(T~))= P(z2). Now suppose that s(r,)#s(rz), but s(T,)<s (T~) by (ii). Since s(r2) is all-bracket, by Theorem 2, we can write 47,)' = s~(z~)cI~ + . . . + s,(z*)cI, as a sum of positive nonsimple roots. There can be no corresponding expression of s(zi)' as a sum of positive roots because s(r,)', though all-bracket, does not have enough constituent simple roots. Thus P(s(zl)) < P(s(z2)), and so P(sl) < P(r2), and the theorem is shown. DEFINITION 4. Let ~'EA,?. We define w: Z; + Z" by w(r) = t-y(r), using the addition in Z". We write o(r)= (w1 (7) i.e., w(t) gives the weight coordinates of z' E A: . This is because the Cartan matrix is the root to weight transition matrix.
To see how this works, just consider the case r' = aiE A,?. Then ti(t) = 1, Proof: We may suppose that r' itself is all-bracket, so that S(T) = r. Then ~(4 = kdd, . . . . s,(t)) with g,(z)>O, 1 <i<n.
Fix j, 1 Qj<n. If gj(z) = 0, then r; = r' + ka,, for k E Z + , is such that s(rk) = z, because, for i #j, gi(zk) >g,(t) > 0; i.e., we did not add anything to t;(t) to form tk from z, and for k > 0, gj(rk) = -k. Thus [z'] is infinite in this case.
On the other hand, if g,(z) > 0 for 1 < i < n, then adding an ai to z' would result in a new all-bracket r,! = t' + ai which is in a different equivalence class than r'. These all-bracket elements tl, 1 < i d n, in A,+ would prevent any other tb > r' from joining [r']. Thus [z'] = {r'} in this case where y(r) > 0, and the result is shown. DEFINITION 6. We call an all-bracket t' E A,+, such that [t'] is infinite bounding, and one such that [T'] is a singleton, interior. We call the set of all all-bracket members of A,? the Kostant cone of A:.
In the G, Example 2 above 3a, + a2 is bounding and 2a, + a2 is in the interior of the Kostant cone. EXAMPLE 3. We look at the boundary of the Kostant cone in some low-rank cases. For R of type A, the cone is all boundary; i.e., T' E A: is all bracket o r' = kcr, + ka, for k E Z + . Then r = (k, k), y(r) = (0, 0), and the Kostant cone is a ray. If R is type Cz, then bounding all-bracket members of A,+ are either z; = 2ka, + ka,, with r1 = (2k, k) and ~(7,) = (0, k), or z; = ka, + ka,, with r2= (k, k) and I= (k, 0). For type G2 there are again two types of bounding members of the Kostant cone; r; = 3ka, + ka,, z1 = (3k, k), y(t,) = (0,2k), or r; = ka, + kaZ, t2 = (k, k), y(z2) = (2k, 0). Note that for G2 these bounding all-bracket elements of .4: are not dominant; i.e., y(r,) > r,, y(~~) > t2 when k > 0. For type A, there are six types of bounding all-bracket elements in A,+ : k(a, + az) = z;, k(a, + ag) = t;, k(a, + a2 + aj) = z;, k(a, + a2) + j(a, + a3) = zk, k(a, + a2) + j(a, + a2 + a3) = r;, and k(a, + a3) +j(a, + a2 + a3) = zb.
The next theorem shows how completely the bounding all-bracket members of A,.+ determine the partition function structure of the other members of their equivalence classes. DEFINITION 7. Let 13' be a sum of positive roots, 8' = c,"= i k,(e)/?,, and 8 = (k,(e), . . . . k,(8)) E Zy its coordinates. Then 8' is also a member of A: and r'(e) = Cr=, ti(z(0))ai is its expression as a sum of simple roots, which has coordinates r(0) = (t,(z(e)), . . . . t,(r(e))) E Z; . Then P(r) is the number of distinct such 8' belonging to r'~,4,+. For a given t' E A,? we let E+(z) denote the set of all expressions, 8', of T' as a sum of positive roots. Then P(r)= IE+(r)l, the cardinality of E+(r). The trivial element of E+(t) is 7' itself, r' = x7=, t,(z)a, = c,"= i rj(z)/Ij + X7= n + , Ofl,, since we have taken the simple roots as the first 12 members of R+ . (4) had more than just the trivial element, #', then P(r i ) > P(z), which is absurd. So 4' is merely a sum of "unrelated" simple roots, i.e., which cannot yield any nonsimple roots. But then E+(r,), which contains { 0;) + I$', . . . . 0; + 4'1, must equal this set, and the theorem is shown.
THE KOSTANT CONE AND THE DOMINANT CHAMBER IN II(n)
Let D = (A,, . . . . A.,}, the set of fundamental dominant weights with respect to B, and A +, the corresponding set of dominant weights in the weight lattice A. Let /i have its usual partial ordering; i.e., if PU;, & E A, then p\</.&o&-pL;~/i,f.
If A'EA+, A'=C;=rmi(A)Ai, we let I = (m,(l), . ..) m,(A)) E Z; be its coordinates.
Let L be a complex simple Lie algebra with root system R, and let V(A) be an irreducible L module of highest weight II' E A +. Let Z7(1) denote the (saturated) set of weights occurring in V(A). Let W be the Weyl group of R. Then W acts on n(A), and n(A) can be described as the set of dominant weights below II', together with their Weyl conjugates. DEFINITION 8. Let 2 E A + and Z7(;l) be as above. We define n,(A) to be {T'E A,+ : r'= A'-$ for p' E n(A)}. The members of n,(A) will be called the root weights of V(A). If t' E n,(A), then the i-weight of z' is p' = A' -7I E A.
The highest weight, A' in n(A), corresponds to 0', the lowest root weight in n,(A), using our partial ordering on A,?. We define the root height of $ E n(A) to be the height of its corresponding root weight, namely z'= Al-p', where the height of z' = C:= r ti(r)ai is C;= r t,(r), and is denoted /rl. If 1' E /i + and $ E n(A), then any dominant weight PL;, such that & Q $, is in ZZ(A), but if PL; is not dominant, then $, need not be in n(A), which is only finite. Likewise, if A' E A + and 5' E n,(A), then any all-bracket element 7; E A,') such that r; <r', is in n,(A), but if r; is not all-bracket, then r; need not be in n,(A). For instance if R is of type A,, I'= A1 and 7' = a1 + a*, then 7' E n,(A), but 7; = a2 # n,(A); i.e., 2, -CQ is not a weight in n(A). The other assertion, that all-bracket members of A,? below a member of n,(A) also lie in n,(A), follows from Theorem 7 below. The point here is to note the role of the Kostant cone in n,(A) and its behavior dual to the behavior of the closure of the dominant chamber in n(A).
Let L=xoER+ L_,+C,,.H,+&E.+ L, be the Cartan decomposition of L with respect to B, or L = L-+ Lo + Lf, where Lo = C H, is the Cartan subalgebra. Let U be the universal enveloping algebra of L with U= U-0 U'Q Ui, where U-is the enveloping algebra of Lp = C L-,, etc. Then, as U module, V(A) = U-u, where u is a maximal vector, i.e., a weight vector annihilated by U+. Let Y, generate LeB in L, for jzl E R+. Then fixing an ordering of R+ fixes an ordered basis of L-, and, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we get a complex basis of U-as the standard monomials in this ordered basis of Lp. We have implicitly set an ordering of R+, (fl,, . . . . pm), such that the first n members are the n simple roots in B. Let 
and explicitly, for 1 6 i <n, mi(A) -t,(r) + g,(r) = k,(p).
DEFINITION 9. Let A'EA+. We define n,(A) + to be {z' E n,(A): t' = A'-p' for $ E Z7(n) with $ E: A + }, i.e., the set of dominant root weights. Next we define n,(A)++ = {r'~n,(A)+: s(r)= z}, i.e., the dominant allbracket root weights. Next we set Z7,(A)'-= (~'~17,(2)+: s(s)#t}, the dominant but not all-bracket root weights.
We present some triviality conditions which follow from Eq. (1). Then the Kostant cone of A: is ( ta, + ta, : t E Z + } and each all-bracket number, r', of ,4,? is doubly bounding; i.e., r(t) = (0,O). Let 1'~ /1+ with 1= (ml(I), m,(n)) E Z:. If 7' E n,(n) + +, then by Proposition 8, since r(t) = (0, 0), ml(n) 2 t,(z) and m,(n) 2 t2(s), and so ml(z) = P(r) = t + 1 if r' = ta, + taZ, t E Z,.
If r'CGn:-, still in this A, case, with r = (tl(z), t*(r)), let us assume tl(r) > t*(T) without loss, and let t,(z) -t*(T) = r > 0. Then y(r) = (-r, r), and so m,(A) > tl(A), by Proposition 8, since r' is dominant and g,(r) < 0. This alone makes ml(t) easy to compute, as we discuss below. Also s(r) = (t2(z), t2(r)), and by Theorem 9, m>.(t) = ml(s(z)). Now s(s)' is closer to the highest weight than T', and is all-bracket, but it might not be in n,(n)'. For instance if A'=411, +A, and z'=3a,+2a,, then 1'-r'=2A,, and ~'EZZJ~L)+-. Then s(z)'=2a, +2a,, but s(r)' is not in n,(J)'; i.e., A'-s(z)'=2A, -1,.
If s(T)'$n,u)+, we apply the Weyl group of R to if-s(z) to get into the closure of the dominant chamber. In our instance this leads to r;=2a,+a,, which is in n,(A)+ -. Applying s to t;, we get to
which is in n,(n)+ +. So mi(z) = ml(s(r)) = mn(r,) = mi(s(z,)), which is trivial to compute; i.e., ml(n)> t,(s(z,)) and m,(n) 2 t2(s(sl)), so mJs(r,)) = P(s(zl)) = 2. Of course we might have to apply the Weyl group and s repeatedly to get into n,.(n) + +, but we are assured, by the finiteness of n(n), that we will get there. In Section 4 we discuss getting into n(n)+ and its combinatorial relations with A,+.
Back in the general case, it is easy to describe a multiplicity, ml(t), for t' E n,(n), 1' E A +, when mi(n) 2 t,(r) for all i, 1 < ii n; i.e., ml(z) = P(r) in such a case because there are not enough factors in the negative enveloping algebra in the weight space of weight p' = 1' -T' to annihilate the maximal vector, u, of V(A), using the generator relations description of the annihilator of u.
In the case where exactly one index, say i, 1 < i< n, is such that m,(L) < tl(t), but mj(l) z t,(7) for j# i, 1 <j<n, then it is also easy to describe m j.(Z), i.e., mj.(7) = P(t) -P(zl), where r; E L!~+ such that T', = (ti(7)-(1 +m,(A))cq+~j+i?j(7)a,.
To see this we choose an ordering of R + to form P-B-W elements in U-so that txi = pi is removed to the far right, i.e., (/I,, . . . . Bi, . . . . p,, pi). Then we have assured the efficient annihilation of exactly P(rl) vectors from the weight space's maximum potential allotment of P (7) linearly independent vectors. Now we show that the lowest weight in n(L) for A E /1+ is all-bracket, if R #A,. To do this we must first find the lowest weight by using cr, the opposite involution of W, i.e., the unique element of W which takes B to -B. Except in the A, for n > 1, D, for n odd, and E, cases of R, we have that -1 E W, and so 0 = -1 in all but these cases. In the A,, case for n > 1, a(a,) = -a,, (T(a*) = -a,_,, . ..) and a(a,) = -aI. In the D, case for n odd, without loss we may start with n= 3, we have o(al)= -aI, . . . . a(a,_,)= -a npZ, but a(a,-,,= -a,, and a(a,) = -a,, _ 1. In the E, case we have 0(cI,) = -a6, c(az) = -a2, a(aj) = -as, o(a4) = -a4, a(a,)= -aj, and g(a6) = -cI~. As a reference for the fundamental dominant weights expressed as sums of simple roots we use Humphreys' Table 1 , Section 13, Chapter III of [4] , where all the simple R are treated, or else Bourbaki's tables in [ 11. ProoJ It suffices to show the result when 1' ED; i.e., 1' = ;li for some i, 16 i < n. First we examine the cases where Q = -1 E W. We have p' = -A', and 7'= 21'= 21,. Then, for this i, Eq. 1, mi(J.)-t,(z) +g,(r) = ki(p), becomes 1 -t,(z) + g,(t) = -1, so that g,(z) = t,(z) -2. While for j # i we obtain 0 -tj(7) +g,(r) = 0, so that gj(z) = tj(T). But 7' = 2&, and looking at the various 2,'s in the B,, C,, D, for n even, nB4, E,, E,, F,, and G, cases, expressed as simple roots, we see t, (7) 2 2; i.e., the coefficient of ai in 2& is always at least 2. Together with g,(r) = tj(z) we see that y(7) 2 0, so 7' is all-bracket.
Next we consider the A,,, for n > 1, cases. Then o(ni) = A, pi+ 1, and 7'=IZi+lLn-j+ly so 7' is the sum of all positive roots of A, of height i, which is the same as the sum of all positive roots of height n -i + 1. Thus 7' is, a priori, all-bracket.
In the D, cases, for odd n > 3, we have a(A,) = -Li for 1 < i Q n -2, and thus revert to case 1 above. But a(L,-,) = -1, and a(&) = -A,_, , so, in either remaining instance, 7' = 1, _ 1 + 1,. We have that 7' = a, + 2u, + . . . +(n-2)a,-,+(1/2)(n-l)a.-,+(1/2)(nl)c(,, andsoy(z)=(l, 2, 3, . . . . We comment that most lowest weights are interior all-bracket. Obvious exceptions are in the A, case, where the Kostant cone has no interior, and more generally, the A,, for n> 1, cases where iZ'=m,I,+m,&.
The B,, C,, and D, cases have some bounding all-bracket lowest weights as well. But the exceptional simple root systems have no bounding all-bracket lowest weights except in the trivial case where I' = 0.
It is often useful to determine the largest multiplicity of any weight space in V(A). The next notion is very useful in this regard. DEFINITION 10. Let A' E A + and 7' E ZZ,(A) + +. Using our partial ordering on A:, if 7' is a maximal member of n,(A) + +, then we call 7' a peak. Correspondingly I*' = I'-t', for 7' a peak, is a minimal dominant allbracket weight in n(A), with respect to our partial ordering on A, and $ here is called a peak weight in n(A).
Remark. For 1' E A +, if p' =OE Z7(1), then it is a minimal dominant weight, but it is not necessarily a peak weight, because it need not be allbracket. For example, in A,, if A' = 3A,, then 7'= 2a, + CQ is such that $ = A' -7' is the zero weight in n(A), but is not all-bracket. Some all-bracket 7' E A,? are precluded from being peaks for any A' E /i +. These have the property that w(7) $ 0, where o is from Definition 4. Then 7 = (3r, r), y(7) = (0,2r), w(7) = (3r, -r), and 7' is on the boundary of the Kostant cone. If A'EA' such that 7'~ n,(A)++, then ;1= (m,(l), m,(l)) where ml(l) 2 3r and m*(A) 20. Now consider z', = 4ror, + 2rcr,. We have 7i = (4r, 2r), ~(7,) = (2r, 2r), and ~(7~) = (2r, 0). Then z', E A',(l)" because it is all-bracket and, by Eq. 1, 3r -4r + 2r = r and 0 -2r + 2r = 0, forcing dominance. Since 7; > 7 in A,', we have that 7' is never a peak.
The only other type of bounding 7' in the G, case is 7' = ral + rq, where
O<rEZ+.
Then 7 = (r, r), y(7) = (2r, 0), w(7) = (-r, r). If 7'~ n,(A)", then A' E A + must have ml(A) 2 0 and m,(l) L r. Let 7; = 3ra, + 2rcr,. Then 7,=(3r,2r), y(7,)=(3r,r), 0(7~)=(O,r), and 7;~17,(1)++. Since 7;>7', 7' is never a peak. Thus, excluding the trivial zero case, no bounding member of the Kostant cone can ever be a peak in the G, case.
On the other hand, if R= A, and z'=cr,+a,, then r= (0, 1, l), y(r) = (1, 0, 0), and o(z) = (-1, 1, 1) . Then if A'= A2 + A,, we have that z' is a peak in n,(A). The following result explains the different behavior.
If o' E A, then we can write CD' = o'+ -01, where both CD'+ and O'L en+, and this decomposition is unique. For z' E A,+, we have w(t)'~A, so we can write ~(t)'=~+(r)'--O-(Z)'. THEOREM 11. Let T' E A: such that y(z) 2 0. Zfo(z) 2 0, then there is a I*'EA+ such that z' is a peak in II,(n). Ifo(z)'=o+(t)'-U.-(T)', where o ~ (t )' # 0, then z' is a peak o I7,(o _ (7)) + + has on/y one element.
ProoJ If m(t) 30, then O(T)'E ,4 +, and o(z)'-t'= 0, so T'E n,(o(t))+ + and is clearly maximal. Now let w(z)'=w+(z)'--o-(z)', with oP(z)'#O.
so o_(z)' = o+(z)' -t'. This means that r'En,(o+(T))++, and any r; E Z~,(O_(Z))+ + would correspond to r; = (6 + z',) E Z7,(w+(r))++, completing the proof.
Z-BLOCKS AND ZERO BLOCKS
The first focus in this section is on the following situation. With 1' E A +, r' E n,(A) such that 1' -r' = ,u' E n(A) we examine when p' is not dominant. Let i, 1 < i< n, be such that mi(n) -t,(r) +g,(z) = ki(p) = -E, where E > 0. Then, if g;~ W is the reflection in the simple root cli, t; = z' + sai = A'-cri$. We know m,.(r) = mj.(ti). We want to see, combinatorially, how this works. The key is the i-block structure of E+(r) and E+(z,). DEFINITION 11. Let r' E A,' with coordinates r E Z; and E+(T) = { 6, . . . . 0;) with k= P(r). F ix i, 1 < i < n, and fix j, 0 <j< t,(r). We define thejth i-block of E+(z), denoted Q,(,,(j), to be (0'~ E+(z): the coefficient in 0' of the simple root tli = pi is exactly j}. We will write Qi( j) when the context is clear. Then lQiC,,(j)l is the cardinality of thejth i-block of E+(z). In general we know only that lQ,c,,(ti(z))/ #O. If z' is all-bracket, then we know IQic,,(j)l #O for all j, 0 <j< ti(t). We an extend the domain of Q,(,)(j) to all Jo Z,, but IQicr,(j)I =0 for all j> t,(r). We will use this extended domain. To see that f is bijective, repeat the beginning of the proof with 8' E Qic,,(wi(7) -j) instead. Then, because j d ti (7), we get the injective map from Qi(,,(wi(7)-j) to Qic,,(j), completing the proof. No matter what the value of g,, if 8' E Qi(ti -l), then there is a unique a,~ R+ -B, such that the coefficient of tli in pi is 1, and the coefficient of pi in 8' is 1. Call this flj the placed root of 8'. Many (0')'s in Qi(ti -1) could have the same placed root.
If gi= 1, then lQi(ti-1)l = lQi(O)l, and the placed roots of Qi(ti -1) correspond to the omitted roots of Qi(0). The various 8"s in Qi(ti-1) with a given placed root correspond to those in Qi(0) with the corresponding omitted root. If gi = 2, then for each 8' E Qi(0) there is either one /Ije R+ -{ai} with coefficient 1 in 8', such that /Ii + 2cri is all-bracket in A,+ and /Ii + 3a, is not, or else there are fij and fik in R+ -{ai>, and these could be the same, each with coefficient 1 in 8, or with coefficient 2 if they are the same, such that /Ii + cri is all-bracket in A,' and pi + 2ai is not, and likewise for Pk. These are the omitted roots, counting multiplicity, of 8'.
The zeroth i-blocks of E+(r) are rich in structure, and thanks to the sparseness of the Cartan matrix and to Theorem 12, their structure is quite tractable and useful. In particular, for the index i, 1 < i< n, Eq. 1 is rnj(l) -t,(r) +g,(7) = Iti = -E, where E>O, or just mi-rt,+g,= -E.
Then o,p'=& =I'-(7 -~a~), and mn (7) =mA (7,) , where 71 = 7'-eai. We fix the following ordering of R+ to determine P-B-W elements in u-; (PI 3 . . . . Bi, . . . . fi,,,, /Ii), i.e., move /Ii to the far right. If 13' E E, (7' ), then, recall ~(6) E Up and q(B)u E I'(n), of weight II' -7'. If the pi = ai coefficient of 0' is strictly greater than mi= mi(l), then q(8)o =O; i.e., if 8' E Q,(j), where j>rni, then v(B)o=O. Now we list the elements of E+ (7) by i-blocks, starting with Qi(fi) and going down, so that elements in QJj,) are to the left of elements in Q,(j,) if j1 >j,. We handle the g,>O case, and leave the equally important, but similar, gi < 0 to the reader. Also, if Qi( j) = a, then q(Q,(j)) = 0.
Then we have ti = m, + c + gi, with gj > 0. The i-blocks of E, (7) are from Qi(mi+ E +gi) down to Qi(0), since gi> 0. But q(QJj))u =O for m, + E + gi >j> m,. So a basis for our weight space is contained in q{Qi(j):mi>j30}o.
By Theorem 12, since m,+E=ti-gi= wi, lQi(mi)l = lQi(E)I, lQi(mi-l)l = lQi(&+ l)l, . . . . IQ;(l)= lQ;(mi+&-l)l, and IQ;(O)1 = lQi(mi+E)I. The i-block Q,(j+s) in E+ (7) is in bijective correspondence with the i-block Q,,,,(j) in E+(r,), where z', =~'--&a,; i.e., ef=( . . . + (j+ s)fii + ... ) corresponds to 6' = (... +j/?, + . ..). Thus we see that potential bases for the weight spaces of z' and 7; have the same size, and this suffices to see the combinatorial picture here.
As an aside, using the map, A from the proof of Theorem 12, and switching the ordering of R+ from (..., fli, . . . . /I,,,, pi) to (pi, pl, . . . . Bi, . . . . /I,,,), we can find a basis of the weight space of 7' such that each member, q(e)u, has the property that 8 E Qi(j) in E+(r) for some j, E <j,< mi + E. In other words each basis member has a common factor of q on its left, making transparent its relation with the weight space of 7--a,. Having looked at the relations of i-blocks with y and o, we now relate them to the partition function. Let 7' E ,4,+. Then P(7) = xi lQic,,(j)l, where max { 0, -g,(z)) <j < t;(s), and i is fixed, 1 < i < n. This is because the i-blocks partition E+(7). On the other hand, lQ,,,,(t,(7))I =P(t,,), where 7;=7'--ti(7)ai.
If E+(7) has a (~~(7)~ 1)st i-block, then lQic,,(ti(7)-1)l = P(71)-P(7,), where 7; =r'-(t;(t)-l)a,.
PROPOSITION 13. Let 7' E A,+. Fix i, 1 < i < n. Let je Z + , such that max{O, -g;(7)} < t;(7) -j.
Then lQicTj(t,(7) -j)l = P(7,) -P(zj_ 1) where 7;=7'-(t,(z)-j)a,,j>O, and7'p,=0.
Proof: f'(7,) = IQ;(r,(ti(r))l + . . + lQicr,(ti(7) -j)l. y(Bs) = 743, 1) = (0,2), and y(f16) = y(3,2) = (3, 1). So the omission numbers of G2 are (2,0), (1, l), (Q, 2), and (3, 1). In GZ, let r' = 2ka, + ka,, for 0 <k E Z, . Then y(z) = (k, k). If 0' E z(r), then 6'= k,/?, + ... + k6P6, such that k,y(P,)+ ... + k6y(/16)= (k, k) in Z". It is much easier to work with the y's to compute z(r), than with the roots themselves. For instance, if k = 3, working with the omission numbers, we see immediately that 3(1, l), (1, 1) + (2,0)+ (0,2), and (0, 2)+ (3, 1) yield the members of z(r), where 3(1, I)= 3y(fl,) corresponding to 3(2a, + 2a,) E z(r), and (0,2) + (3, 1) = r(B5) + y(b6) corresponding to (3a, + a*) + (3a, + 2a,) E Z(T), etc. There are no negative numbers anywhere in this process, so inductions are reasonable. For instance, jz(r)l = k; here in this t'=2ka, + ka, case with k> 1. At the induction step handle the odd and even cases separately. This paper describes two directions for the deeper study of the partition function; relations between i-blocks in E+(r), and structure in the zero blocks.
